
General Self Ceremony Guidelines
Your Self Ceremony is a terrific opportunity for you as a modern woman in today’s

world to set aside precious time to bring sacred ceremony into your home or garden

and commune with the ancient wisdom of Seanmháthair Gealach, (Shan-wha-her

Gee-al-yack) Grandmother Moon, turner of tides and Star of us womenfolk.

In your Course material you are invited to create a centrepiece altar, then perform a

simple self-Cleanse to prepare. Watching the Story video draws you in deeper to

closer connection with the Guardian Goddess of the Theme ready to begin your Self

Ceremony accompanied by the corresponding audio Chant. Then afterwards, taking

quiet time to journal about your experiences, especially any insights that have been

revealed, under the watchful gaze of Grandmother Moon to conclude.

Now that you are ready to prepare for your exciting Moon Mná Self Ceremony for

this Theme, make a welcome cup of tea and sit while gifting yourself the time to read

through these simple but important guidelines. Please engage with them before you

commence, as there are certain items and preparations that will be required to

enhance your transpersonal experience.

Self Ceremony Timing

Consciously choose which Moon phase resonates with you. There are different

energies at the various phases of the Moon – Full, Waning Gibbous, Last Quarter

Half, Waning Crescent, Dark New, Waxing Crescent, First Quarter Half and Waxing

Gibbous. At Full Moon time the powerful energies we feel are about abundance and

fruition of ideas. At the Dark period of the New Moon the energies are of seeding

potential, the New Crescent Moon is about fresh starts and new beginnings and both

the Waxing and Waning Half Moon speak to us of balance and harmony. As the

Moon ‘waxes’ she grows larger and as she ‘wanes’ she grows smaller.



A Self Ceremony does not need to take a long time but it does need strong intent and

focus for its duration. Therefore, preparation is vital and the gift of dedicated time –

no rushing! Generally, each one takes approximately half an hour to 40 minutes but

we recommend you allow an hour in total to give spaciousness and sanctity to your

endeavours.

Self Ceremony Items

Read through this and your Lunar Kit document to gather any items that you will

need placing them in a designated ‘Moon Kit Bag’ so you have them at hand. Check

also in your Self Ceremony Steps if there are any special items for the Theme you are

about to celebrate.

Privacy and Quiet

Please ensure you will not be interrupted during your Self Ceremony. Remember that

pets and small children may not understand that deep focus is required so a private

space is important to ensure this. However, some pets especially cats love ceremony

and some women love to involve their children too – your choice.

Self Cleanse

This is a simple yet powerful process to release what no longer serves you i.e. the

stress of the day or an old hurt or way of thinking that is causing negative thoughts or

actions. Give yourself some time to become aware of what you wish to release. For

example, ‘I choose to let go of my sore shoulder/my worry about Marie/my hurt

about that argument.’

A Cleanse takes about 2/3 minutes and mostly involves waving or passing whatever

the cleansing item is over the front and back of your body lightly touching your hair,

face and body parts especially any area/s where you may feel the negative energy

lingering. In essence you are clearing your energy or aura field, which will help to

bring you holistically into balance and prepare for your Self Ceremony. Each Theme

has a dedicated Cleanse relevant to the nuances of its energies so they do differ from

month to month.



Enjoy this very special experience

Creating sacred ceremony at home enhances your living space for all who either live

or visit as you are designating this a precious place of sanctuary and safety. As you

embrace all that unfolds for you, know that you are now part of a global community

of women, together we collectively create and weave the energies of the Divine

Feminine bringing the sacred into our lives.
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